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INSTITUTION OF SUITS 

The term suit has not been defined in the Code. In Hansraj Gupta v. Official Liquidators of 

Dehradun- Mussorie Electric Tramways Co. Ltd., AIR 1933 PC 6, the Privy Council and in 

Pandurang Ramchandra v. Shantibai Ramchandra, AIR 1989 SC 2240, the Supreme Court 

held that “suit” means a civil proceedings instituted by the presentation of a plaint. According 

to Section 2(1) of Limitation Act, 1963 ‘Suit’ does not include an appeal or an application. 

Essentials of Suit: In Krishnappa v. Shivappa, ILR (1907) 31 Bom 393, the court has held 

that there are four essentials of a suit: 

1. Opposing parties 

2. Subject matter 

3. Cause of action 

4. Relief 

Section 26 and Order IV provides for institution of suits. Section 26 lays down that every suit 

shall be instituted by the presentation of a plaint induplicate or in any other manner 

prescribed by the Code of Civil Procedure, to the court or such officer appointed in this 

behalf and the facts stated therein must be supported by an affidavit. This section must be 

read with Order IV, VI & VII of the first schedule.  

Rule 1 of Order IV must be read with Section 26 of CPC in extension of the law as provided 

in the section. This rule provides that every suit is taken to be duly instituted only when it is 

presented by a plaint, in duplicate and presented to either the court directly or to a proper 

officer appointed in this behalf. And also that such plaint must comply with the rules 

contained in Order VI & VII. 

Q. How the suit is instituted? 

Every suit is instituted by presenting a plaint to the proper court or officer. [Order IV R. 1 r/w 

Section 26 of CPC] 

Q. Who will present the suit and how he will present the suit? 

Plaint may be presented personally or by authorised pleader. It must be presented in 

duplicate. Here we are required to comply with the general rules of pleading i.e. pleads 

material facts and not evidentiary value [Order VI], Must be presented on a working day at 
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office hours. When the plaint is presented before the office it is the date of the institution of 

suits. Every pleading must be signed by the parties [Order VI Rule 14] and Plaint must be 

supported by affidavit [Order VI Rule 15]. If the rules contained in Order VI & VII are not 

complied with then it will not deemed to be duly instituted, such that Order VI & VII must be 

complied with. 

Pleading defined by P.C.MOGHA: Pleading are statements in writing drawn up and filed 

by each party to communicate that what will be there contentions during trial and to give all 

such details which opponent need to know in order to prepare his case. It is basically means 

to narrow down the dispute to definite issue and to diminish the expenses and delay 

especially with respect to testimony on both sides.  

The Supreme Court also says basic purpose of pleading as follows 

i. To give exact intimation of case to other. 

ii. To enable the court for determination of what is the real issue between the parties. 

iii. It is to prevent deviation from the real cause of litigation. 

Rules of Pleadings: 

Every pleading must state the facts and not the laws. 

It must state material facts only and not evidence. In other words it should have facta 

probanda and not facta probantia.  

It must state facts in concise form [Order VI Rule 2] 

Pleading shall not raised any claim or fact inconsistent with previous pleadings [Order VI 

Rule 7]. 

Q. In this regard what is the duty of plaintiff especially with relates to document? 

As per Order VII Rule 14 and Order VIII Rule 1A : Documents have to be filed alongwith 

Plaint and Written Statement. Otherwise the court will not accept plaint and written statement 

because it does not ensure fair trial.  

Q. After admission of a Plaint what are the further duties of a Plaintiffs? 

Other duties discussed in upcoming contents. 
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Q. What are the contents of Plaint? 

Contents of Plaint: 

a) Name of the court in which the suit is brought. 

b) Name, description and place of residence of plaintiff. 

c) Name, description and place of residence of defendant. 

d) Plaintiff or defendant is a minor or unsound mind, statement to that effect. 

e) Facts constituting the cause of action and when it arose.  

f) Facts showing that the court has jurisdiction. 

g) Relief which the plaintiff’s claims. 

h) Where the plaintiff has allowed a set-off or relinquished a portion of his claim, the 

amount so relinquished or allowed. 

i) Statement of value of subject-matter of the suit for the purpose of jurisdiction and of 

the court fee as the case admits. 

Q. What are the grounds for rejection of a Plaint? 

Various grounds in which plaints can be rejected: 

1. Non-disclosure of cause of action- on this point, Mulla says, before rejecting the 

plaint on this ground court has to examine the plaint and for this purpose the court 

will also examine the plaintiff and there is provision for examination under Order X 

Rule 2 and if after examination of oral and documentary evidence it comes to the 

conclusion that there is non-disclosure of cause of action then the court will reject it.  

2. Where relief is undervalued and the court gives times for correction of valuation but 

plaintiff does not do it. Order VII Rule 11 proviso says for this purpose there can be 

enlargement of time but only in exceptional cases and for avoiding great or engrave 

injustice.  In case of undervaluation if it is not rectified in point of time then plaint can 

still be rejected.  

3. Where relief is properly valued but plaint is written on insufficient stamp paper and 

plaintiff fails to correction within the time given by the court. It is another ground for 

rejection. 

4. Where it appears from the plaint that suit is barred from some law like non-

compliance of Section 80, CPC. 
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5. Where Plaint is not filed in duplicate as stipulated in Order IV Rule 1. 

6. When plaintiff fails to comply with Order VII Rule 9 i.e. submitting number of copies 

of Plaint Number of defendant within seven days from the date of such order along 

with requisite fee for service of summons on the defendant. 

7. Whenever Order VII Rule 3 is violated and particulars are absent in a plaint then 

Plaint shall be rejected. 

Q. Whether the grounds of rejection in Order VII Rule 11 is exhaustive? 

No these grounds are not exhaustive and rejection can be done even within inherent power of 

the court [Section 151 CPC] For instance, it can be done in the cases where filing of plaint or 

suit is abused of process of court. 

Q. Can a Plaint be rejected in Part? 

No, only there can be striking out of pleading [Order VI Rule16]. Plaint cannot be rejected in 

part. However, plaint can be rejected against one defendant and not the other. 

Q. At which stage plaint can be rejected? 

Rejection of plaint does not require application of party. Court can reject even suo motu. In 

Ram Prakash v. Rajeev Kumar Gupta, the court said that Plaint can be rejected at any stage of 

the suit i.e. before the judgement is given. 

At any stage of the suit: 

1) Before registering the plaint. 

2) After issuing summons to the defendants. 

3) At any time before conclusion of trial. 

Q. What is the remedy available on rejection of plaint? 

Following are the remedies:- 

1) As a rejection of a Plaint is a decree so it can be appealed against under Order XLI. 

2) File another Plaint under Order VII Rule 13 as such the rejection of plaint does not 

preclude the presentation of new plaint. 
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Nature of Order VII Rule 11 

It is mandatory provision and not discretionary and before rejecting the plaint the court 

should give the opportunity to plaintiff to remove the grounds of objection. 

Return of Plaint 

According to Order VII Rule 10 Sub-Rule 1 Plaint can be returned at any stage of the suit. 

Where at any stage the court finds that there is no jurisdiction then the court is bound to 

return the plaint to be presented to the proper court where it is ought to have been instituted. 

This plaint can be returned provided absence of jurisdiction is disclosed in the plaint but if the 

court comes to the conclusion after examination of plaint, parties and evidence then in that 

case suit will be dismissed. Not rejection of plaint because examination of parties is done, 

evidence is submitted, etc. so in that case what is the use of rejection of plaint. It can be done 

at the initial stage, otherwise plaint is nowhere. 

 This power can be exercised by Appellate or Revisional Court. 

 After the Return of Plaint- Order XLIII Rule 1(a) r/w Section 104(1) of CPC. 

 If there is an application which has been allowed under Order VII Rule 10 A Sub-

Rule 2 then not go for appeal. 

Judge’s duty in returning of Plaint 

1. Endorsement. 

2. Mentioned the name of Plaintiff. 

3. Brief statement for reasons of the return. 

4. Decisions. 
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